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About This Content

Look at you now! Looking good! With the musketeer pack you will slice the infected brains and hearts with just one swing!

This DLC contains:

Headgear (musketeer hat).

A weapon (rapier).

A pet (nightingale).

The DLC items will be available in your private trunk located in Kovac's bunker.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Eko Software
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 64 bits

Processor: Intel i3 3GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Thai,Turkish
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Pretty challenging game with Hilarious physics and movement. I crack up everytime I miss a jump or can't get over a crate. Was
definitely worth the 5 bucks spent on it!. This didnt come with the season pass and that is BS. Its called a season pass because
you are supposed to get all the DLC if you buy it, also no droideka?!?!. Game crashed three times while trying to play it. That's
as much as I plan to fool with it for a free game I was given in apology over another game. Can't say I got to play it too much
because of all the trouble, so take that as you will.

http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OnjHGuxa1Ws
Here's some video of what it looks like played if you're interested, or read the other reviews.

Here's the error my Steam now has (going to have to reboot) where it thinks the game is still running but it's not. 
http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/ytaqwi2.png It's not a huge thing - I just gotta reboot but it illustrates the issues.. Really? I want to see the
developer finish his or hers own game. Some of these levels are impossible. The one good thing though is that the game has left
me with a very vivid impression of the future... Money in my pocket when it comes to future releases from this developer.. A
real chore to play through. It lost all heart Dead Rising had on the original game.
No wonder Capcom shut this studio down. They simply didn't get it. Every new Dead Rising they would get farther away from
what made the first game so special and would only introducing generic western Open world tropes. Annoying design,
exhausting repetitive fetch quests everywhere... no world progression.... Just stick to the first one.. StuntMANIA Reloaded is a
fun and charming do what you want, car game. Sure it's got some bugs, camera issues, respawning issues, textures not loading,
but for $5 it really isn't a bad game. The music for the game is very interesting and is fun to listen to, and the ideas for the levels
are really cool (Mini Golf is probably my favorite). There is a nice small selection of cars to choose from and having to collect
coins to unlock them, levels, and game modes let's you search every nook and cranny on the map. Some pieces are difficult to
find, but it shouldn't take long to get all the coins on every level. Go Crazy is a neat feature, no time pressure or objective really,
you can go nuts and drive to your hearts desire, blowing up your car as many times as you want. One thing I really wish that
would have been added were nice backdrops. It gets boring looking out into the gray/black outside of the arena, though this is a
smaller issue. All in all, this is a good game for $5, even if it was $10. It's not the game of the year, but the developer clearly had
a great idea in their head, and did a great job of making a fun game.. The concept is fun, the graphics simple but pleasing.
However, there are still some bugs to some levels (e.g. 21) where you are completely at the mercy of the physics randomly
giving you the correct outcome. With a bit of tweaking, this could be a great little puzzle game. I'd wait until the bugs are
worked out to purchase.. Let me start by saying I have the boardgame version of this game and enjoy playing it. From reading
the game manual, the goal of the game is to recreate the mechanics of the boardgame.

The reason I had to go to the manual was due to a faulty implementation. Sound in the tutorials does not work, all I get a buzzing
sound. Certain user interface components overlap, making it impossible to access what lies under the top layer. Cards, an
important component in the boardgame, are not yet implemented. There is no way to control graphics or sound through the use
of a settings or options menu. [There is an options menu which gives two sliders that are not labeled. Message to the developers:
this is rather useless.] (I'm running on an Alienware machine that meets all of the requirements for this game.)

After trying a different machine, I was able to try the tutorials and get through them. There are typos and some other minor
issues, but overall, it plays reasonably well. However, the lack of cards is annoying.

Update: I just tried the 1.06 patch and it's a big improvement. The game plays a lot better and the feedback from the game is a
lot better. Since they are updating regularly, I'm going to assume the cards and other fixes are coming and I will change my
overall review to "recommended".

Overall, this game appears to have been shoved out the door a month or two before it was really ready. I have hopes that these
issues will be addressed by the developers, however at this point I cannot recommend it. That's a shame because I was looking
forward to the game.. Kitten aliens and tower defence, with VR whats not to love. Pretty decent TD game which brings back
memories of Starcraft and Warcraft TD in the early 2000's, just pure fun.
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Novapolitan as a playable character? Yes please!
10\/10. WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING
DON'T BUY THIS GAME
after you start game you will see black foe plane come from upstairs and they do nothing
they don't shoot gun or missle they will fly to downstairs only
you control black plane and you can shoot gun only
if i must insinuate gun of this plane is pistol be not assault rifle
this is all you can find in this game shoot gun and dodge plane
this game don't have upgrade your plane system
this game suck than game in nes or famicom or atatri
you must trust me don't buy this game. you get exactly what you paid for. if you want to support the dev (like myself) then by all
means buy this. it doesn't provide "extra game content" or anything unseen in the games (graphically, anyway) but it's a high-
quality pdf art compilation so if that satisfies you then go for it.. Probably the best expansion released for Talisman so far. A lot
of new enemies, equipment, followers, spells, and especially characters. The game is much, much more fun with this expansion.
Definitely get this!. This game is an absolute gem, I love it. I highly recommend it, especially to people who like RPGs.
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